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Summary

Contemporary comparative cognition has a large repertoire of animal models and methods, with concurrent theoretical advances that are providing initial answers to critical questions about human cognition. What cognitive traits are uniquely human? What are the species-typical inherited predispositions of the human mind? What is the human mind capable of without certain types of specific experiences with the surrounding environment? Here we review recent findings from the domains of space, time, and number cognition. These findings are produced using different comparative methodologies relying on different animal species, namely different birds and the nonhuman great apes. The study of these species not only reveals the range of cognitive abilities across vertebrates, but forwards our understanding of human cognition in crucial ways.

"He who understands baboon would do more towards Metaphysics than Locke"  
Charles Darwin,  
1838, Notebook M84e

In this short note, 21 years before publication of the *Origin of Species*, Charles Darwin recognized the value of studying animal cognition for human psychology. Implicit here is the idea that cognitive processes are biological adaptations with evolutionary histories, and therefore cognition is tractable to between-species mapping of similarities and differences in cognitive abilities. The last two decades have seen a steady growth in the number of species studied and the types of methodological approaches used in the growing field of comparative cognition [1,2]. Concurrently, this work has become highly interdisciplinary between biology, psychology, neuroscience, genetics, linguistics, and anthropology. Here we review lines of evidence in which the study of other animal species have informed our understanding of the structure and evolution of three core domains of human cognition: space, number, and time. We demonstrate how different methodologies in comparative cognition not only reveal the range of cognitive abilities within the animal kingdom, but forward our understanding of human cognition in crucial ways, allowing us to address seemingly intractable questions such as (1) are some cognitive capacities in place at birth? (2) what is the evolutionary endowment of human cognition? and (3) which cognitive abilities are uniquely human?

**ARE SOME COGNITIVE CAPACITIES IN PLACE AT BIRTH?**

In the past, rigorous controlled-rearing experiments with nonhuman animals have allowed scientists to establish which mechanisms are present at birth and the impact of specific experiences on shaping some basic perceptual-motor capacities [3]. One example is given in the classic “visual cliff” studies showing that the ability to judge depth through motion parallax is in place at birth in a variety of animal species [4]. This pioneering work, however, did not venture into more complex cognitive capacities, such as the cognition of space, number, or time. Recently, however, it has been proposed that complex human cognitive achievements such as mathematics and geometry, which are uniquely human in their full linguistic and symbolic realization, rest nevertheless on a set of core knowledge systems that humans share with other animals [5]. Because of their limited behavioral repertoire, the study of cognitive capacities in human infants is limited, as it is in the young of altricial (slow-developing) species in general. It is for this reason that investigating species that are precocial with regard to their pattern of motor and sensory development makes possible sophisticated behavioral analyses of early ages, scoping the influence of specific experiences on inborn cognition.

**Precocial Animal Models**

Being a precocial species, the domestic chick (*Gallus gallus*) has been a very successful animal model system for tackling some classical issues in developmental psychology such as the origins of both social cognition (e.g., biological motion [6], causal agency [7]) and
physical cognition (e.g., object permanence [8]). The heuristic value of research with chicks for human developmental studies has been particularly apparent in the area of early social predispositions. Visually inexperienced chicks at their first exposure to point-light animation sequences exhibit a spontaneous preference to approach biological motion patterns [9]. These findings stimulated a substantial body of research concerning perception of biological motion in human newborns (e.g., [10,11]) that revealed astonishingly similar predispositions.

Chicks have also been recently used to investigate the origins of space and number cognition. Neurobiological evidence suggests basic homology in the avian and mammalian brain for a key neural structure involved in space cognition (hippocampal formation) and possibly for associative areas involved in number cognition as well (mesopallium) [12].

For example, much interest has been devoted to the issue of how humans and animals regain their sense of direction when they become disoriented. There appears to be impressive sensitivity to surface layout geometry in guiding spatial reorientation [13,14]. For example, when an animal observes the hiding of a target in one corner of a rectangular enclosure, and is then inertially disoriented, it subsequently shows selective searching at the two geometrically correct corners of the enclosure, avoiding the corners with incorrect metric (short/long) and sense (left/right) properties in the arrangement of surfaces [13,14].

Competing theories have been formulated as to how animals and humans reorient themselves in these circumstances, which include Fodorian modular encapsulated computations of the shape of the extended surfaces layout [15], combination of environmental cues weighted according to their experienced reliability [16], image-matching processes operating on panoramic 2D projections of current and remembered environments [17]. Several empirical studies have been carried out in both vertebrates [18–20] and invertebrates [21] in an attempt to decide about the relative merits of the different theories. One approach has been to investigate whether the system for reorientation does possess some of the hallmarks of a Fodorian module, such as specific genetic bases [22], specific neural mechanisms [23,24] and whether it develops in the absence of relevant experience of navigating in a geometrically structured layout. The last issue is of course important even irrespective of a Fodorian approach, and can be successfully addressed using controlled-rearing studies.

In rectangular enclosures, geometric information is fully available because of the presence of metrically distinct surfaces connected at right angles and two principal axes of symmetry. In circular enclosures, in contrast, this geometric information is removed and there is an infinite number of principal axes. In C-shaped enclosures no right angles or differences in wall length are available but the first principal axis is still usable to encode shape. Chicks reared soon after hatching in home-cages with these different geometric shapes proved to be equally capable of learning and performing navigational tasks based on geometric information [18,25]. This suggests that effective use of geometric information for spatial reorientation in principle does not require experience in environments with right angles and metrically distinct surfaces. Recently, further evidence that at least some aspects of spatial representations are present at birth arose from single-cell recording studies, showing that when rat pups explore an open environment outside the nest for the first time, head-direction cells show adult-like properties from the beginning; place and grid cells are also present from the beginning but their selectivity refines gradually [26,27].

It could be argued that the pattern of development of precocial species may be peculiar, and not generalizable to humans (note, however, that rats are an altricial species as well).
Nonetheless, these findings provide evidence that, in principle, a capacity can develop fully in the absence of a specific experiential contribution. Some differences between altricial and precocial species may turn out to be the by-product of maturation of other mechanisms rather than the outcome of specific learning. For instance, the ability to mentally complete partly occluded objects (amodal completion) is apparent in chicks soon after hatching [28], which could be taken as evidence for mechanisms that do not require experience, whereas in human infants this ability is only present from about four months of age [29]. Recently, however, it has been shown that when stroboscopic motion is used instead of continuous motion (the former being processed early in development by sub-cortical structures), human neonates of only a few hours of life show evidence of amodal completion similar to that of chicks [30]. Thus, in altricial species, maturation of other brain areas seems to be necessary in order to exhibit in behavior the mental competences which are predisposed at birth. Similarly, the results obtained in chicks [31] suggest that basic features of natural geometry are largely in place at birth—though of course in humans language and other types of non-geometric experience may influence the development of uniquely human forms of spatial knowledge [32].

Even though specific experiences may be not crucial in encoding surface geometry, it could be that they are important in the combined use of geometric and non-geometric information (e.g., features like the color of a wall) for reorientation. Some results with an altricial species of fish (Archoecentrus nigrofasciatus) seem to suggest that when geometric and non-geometric information are set in conflict, rearing experience could affect the relative dominance of featural (landmark) and geometric information [33]. The same effect was not observed in chicks [18], suggesting that experiences might play different roles in the relative reliance of use of geometric and non-geometric information in altricial and precocial species, though this will require confirmation through more species comparisons.

Numerical cognition in chicks is also apparent early in development and parallels closely that observed in human infants. For example, in small identical object arrays, infants represent the total continuous extent of the visual array rather than its numerosity [34] or, according to some authors, both continuous extent and numerosity [35]. However, objects with contrasting sets of properties provoke infants to respond to the number of objects rather than to their continuous extent [36]. Similarly, newborn chicks have been tested for their sensitivity to number vs continuous extent of artificial objects that they had been reared with soon after hatching [37]. When the objects were similar, chicks chose the set of objects of larger numerosity, irrespective of the number of objects they had been reared with. However, when chicks were reared with objects that differed in their aspect (color, size, and shape) and then tested with completely novel objects (but controlled for continuous extent), they chose to associate with a set of objects comprising the same number of elements they had been reared with during imprinting. Early availability of small numerosity discrimination by chicks suggests that these abilities are in place at birth [38]. Even basic arithmetic seems available in very young chicks [39], which are capable of computing exact addition and subtraction on small numbers of social partners, with no previous experience of appearance and disappearance of such objects (Fig. 13.1). Finally, a disposition to map the numerical number line from left to right, possibly as a result of left visual hemifield (right hemisphere) dominance [40], has been reported [37]. Hence the disposition to map number and space is apparent very early in development in these precocial species.
WHAT IS THE EVOLUTIONARY ENDOWMENT OF HUMAN COGNITION?

Inherited cognitive capacities and preferences are not necessarily present at birth, but may emerge only later in ontogeny. Children might be inherently prepared to acquire an ability or preference over time [41]. We here refer to the question of whether any variance found in a late-blooming human cognitive capacity is due to species-typical genetic variance [42]. For example, capacities for relational thought [43], false belief reasoning [44] and the ability to think about the past and imagine the future [45] do not fully develop before roughly four years of age. While these sophisticated capacities are not present at birth, there is no a priori reason to exclude the possibility that heritable factors construct childrens’ abilities in these late-blooming cognitive domains. Since they develop later in life, neither data from human infants nor precocial species will shed light on the nature of these inherited predispositions.

CLOSELY RELATED ANIMAL MODELS

Taxonomically informed cross-species comparisons within our immediate primate family, the great apes, offer a way to investigate the evolutionary history of late-blooming human
cognitive skills. For this purpose, “heritable” cognitive characteristics should be seen as part of the evolutionary endowment of the species, that is, inherited from a last common ancestor (LCA) through descent with modification of a set of reliably reoccurring developmental resources [42]. In evolutionary biology, cross-species comparisons and historical reconstruction employ a set of statistical techniques called phylogenetic comparative methods (PCM). Amongst other possibilities (see Box 13.1) these methods allow us to reconstruct probable ancestral states of shared, but variable, cognitive traits [46–50] (Fig. 13.2).
The power of phylogenetic inference depends on sample size (the number of species) and the completeness of the tested family of species. For humans, a complete set of species with a single common ancestor that, in turn, is not ancestral to any other species is the great ape clade: orangutans (*Pongo pygmaeus*), gorillas (*Gorilla gorilla*), bonobos (*Pan paniscus*), chimpanzees (*Pan troglodytes*) and humans (*Homo sapiens*) (Fig. 13.3). Widespread samples of distantly related species, as they are often used in comparative analysis [47], are not always desirable—including, for example, just one of the 15 lesser apes (*Gibbon* species [51]) will increase the sample by 1 but disproportionately violate completeness requirements (5/5 great apes vs 6/20 apes). Sample validity is also important. Since testing many highly endangered species is a major investment in resources, time, and effort, compromises are necessary. Recent studies have attempted to increase sample validity by testing fewer species but
increasing the number of individuals [52] or by sampling small numbers from multiple populations [48]. In this section we review studies that use matched methods for comparing cognition across all great apes (for reviews of cognition of space, time, and number in individual primate species, see [53]).

A recent study showed that all five great ape species share the ability to track the invisible displacement of hidden objects in space, but at varying levels of proficiency [54]. This kind of variation allows us to apply phylogenetic comparative methods to infer the performance levels of the LCA of all great apes: the ability to track invisible displacements above chance level appears to be part of the evolutionary inheritance in all extant great apes. All great apes were also highly successful at tracking object displacements during visible rotations of a surface platform. When the rotation was invisible, i.e. participants had to rely on feature cues of either the cups or the surface to infer the hidden movement, only human children above five years of age, but not younger children and no other great apes, succeeded [55]. Thus, while object tracking during rotation is a shared great ape ability, the ability to infer invisible rotations based on feature cues of either objects or the supporting surface appears to be, at least amongst great apes, particularly pronounced in humans. Another cognitive domain in which humans have been claimed to be especially skilled is the domain of spatial relational reasoning [43,56]. All five great ape species are highly skilled when judging relations based on simple spatial rules such as alignment and
proximity. However, only children above four years of age, bonobos, and chimpanzees display some mastery of reasoning by more abstract spatial–relational similarity, such as two objects being the right-most object in their respective arrays [48]. Mapped against their phylogenetic relationships, great ape skills in the proximity-reasoning task appear to change gradually through evolutionary history, but there appears to be a greater increase in the preference for abstract relations between the LCA of gorillas, chimpanzees and humans than in other branches on the tree. Given more data across a greater range of species, we shall be able to statistically determine where there are unusual “punctuational” events in the evolution of cognitive capacities and preferences [57] (Fig. 13.2A).

Tests that compare cognitive abilities across several species may suffer from the problem of unfair comparisons. Differences in ability could be dismissed by claims that experiments are simply not well-adapted to suit all species equally [58]. These problems can in part be alleviated by carefully designed studies that assess performance in a test condition relative to an established control condition which all species have passed [59]. In addition, researchers can compare relative performance in the preferences amongst multiple solutions to the same task across species [49]. For example, all but one species (bonobos were indifferent) demonstrated a clear preference for a place-based over a feature-based memory strategy [49] in an object displacement task. Based on a phylogenetic interpretation, we can infer a preference for space cues over feature cues in the LCA. Here it is important to note that “inherited” does not imply “inflexible”: great apes are, irrespective of their shared preference, able to apply feature cues successfully under different task constraints [60]. Furthermore, the preference is likely reversed in human children between one and three years of age [49]. Similarly all great apes displayed common preferences when processing spatial relations. All great ape species, including four-year-old human children, displayed a preference for processing spatial relations using allocentric environmental cues over view-dependent egocentric cues [50]. Similar to the preference for place over feature, this preference for allocentric processing can then be inferred as part of our heritage as great apes. Inherited does not imply invariant, however: this allocentric preference not only changes across ontogeny but also depends on the cultural context in which children grow up [50].

A similar phylogenetic perspective can be taken for other domains such as cognition of number or time. Basic performance characteristics in quantity discrimination tasks are shared across animal taxa [61] including great apes [52,62]. All tested great apes can select the larger of two quantities by approximation, both when presented simultaneously and in sequence, even when the quantities are large and the numerical distance between them is small [62]. Similar performance levels have been reported for human children from roughly six years of age onwards [63], indicating a common heritage of the proximate number system [64]. Other numerical skills such as the ability to order sets of quantities (ordinal skills) [65] may evolve in tandem with quantity discrimination (cardinal skills), or they may have independent evolutionary histories: applying PCMs to a carefully selected array of species would provide insight into the interdependence of these cognitive features (see Box 13.1). Similar questions may be asked in the cognitive domain of time. Although very little great ape research exists, it has been shown that while monkeys (rhesus macaques) failed to remember the “when” component of an event, chimpanzees, bonobos (and arguably, orangutans) remembered when an event took place [66]. Further tests with gorillas and orangutans will be needed to confirm these results and thus allow investigation of the evolutionary history of time-related cognitive abilities.
WHICH COGNITIVE ABILITIES ARE UNIQUELY HUMAN?

Not all cognitive traits that are shared between species are the outcome of common evolutionary history; similarities in cognitive abilities and biases may emerge independently in distantly related species (Fig. 13.2B). These cases of convergent evolution place human cognitive skills in their evolutionary context within the animal kingdom: distantly related animal models can tell us whether complex cognitive abilities arose only once, thus producing outcomes that are shared only by descendants of a common ancestor (homologous traits), or whether these outcomes emerge independently through convergent evolution in distantly related taxa that have similar problems to solve. Cases of convergent evolution also allow us to identify similar evolutionary pressures, thus enabling the discovery of the proximate mechanisms that produce complex equifinal outcomes in two or more lineages [67]. PCMs can arbitrate if convergent or homologous evolution is more likely for particular traits (Fig. 13.2B), and coevolutionary methods can test hypotheses about the relevant selective pressures acting on cognitive evolution [68].

DISTANTLY RELATED ANIMAL MODELS

Mental time travel enables an individual to travel back in the mind’s eye to recall previous events (episodic memory) and to travel forwards in the mind’s eye to imagine future needs (episodic prospection). Many have assumed that this ability is unique to humans [45,69], particularly when episodic memory and future planning are defined in terms of the conscious experience of recollecting past events and imagining or pre-experiencing future events. However, this is a highly controversial topic (most recently [70,71]). The absence of any agreed behavioral markers of conscious experience [72] presents an insurmountable barrier to demonstrating such cognitive skills in animal models; for how could we ever know if a nonhuman animal has a sense of self that it can project to another time [70,71]? Over the past 12 years, however, a suite of studies on birds and mammals, challenge the assumption that mental time travel is unique to humans by focusing on strictly observable behavioral criteria. Tulving’s original definition of episodic memory in nonhuman animals identified episodic recall as the retrieval of information about three things: where a unique event took place, what occurred during the episode, and when the episode happened [73]. The advantage of this definition is that the simultaneous retrieval and integration of such tripartite information may be demonstrated behaviorally in animals. Later, the term “episodic-like memory” was coined to refer to this ability [74]. While at least some great ape species could be shown to pass tests of what-when-where memory [66] other primates which are more distantly related to humans failed to remember the “when” component of past episodes [75]. This pattern might be taken to indicate a recent change in homologous evolution within the primate family. However the finding that some species of food-caching birds pass the same criteria additionally suggests an interesting case of convergent evolutionary history [74,76].

There are good functional reasons for believing that food-caching birds would need to rely on specific past experiences about what happened where and when. Food-caching birds hide perishable caches as well as non-perishable ones so there would be much selective advantage in them remembering what they had cached, where, and when. A series of
controlled experiments have demonstrated that western scrub-jays (Aphelocoma californica) do remember what types of food caches they hid, in which spatial locations, and how long ago [74]. Moreover, the birds form integrated memories about “what happened, where, and when” rather than encoding each of these three pieces of information separately [77].

Other researchers have argued about this definition, however. Eacott and colleagues, for example, have proposed that the “when” component simply serves as an occasion setter to identify episodic memories that occurred in different contexts, of which time is only one. Consequently they have argued that a better criterion for episodic-like memory is “what-where-which” rather than “what-where-when” because the “when” component is only one of a number of possible contexts or occasion setters [78]. Others, such as Zentall and colleagues [79], have argued that episodic recall happens automatically. In other words, at the time of encoding the information in an episodic memory, the subject does not normally know what information will need to be recalled at a later date. Zentall and colleagues give the example of what you ate for breakfast this morning. If you expect to be asked the question, you can encode an answer when you eat breakfast; and therefore when the expected question is asked, you only need to remember the prepared answer as opposed to having to recall the event itself, whereas if the question is unexpected you must cast your mind back to breakfast time in order to episodically recall the necessary information [79].

Similar to the case of episodic memory, it is possible to use behavioral criteria for the existence of forethought, but exactly what constitutes evidence for future planning is much debated. It is generally agreed that mental time travel into the future must be distinguished from other prospectively oriented but non-cognitive behaviors (such as those triggered by a seasonal cue). Three criteria are important: first, the behavior must be shown to be sensitive to consequences and the animals can, therefore, learn to adjust their responses appropriately, for example avoiding to cache in sites that are known to be subject to pilferage. Secondly, the behaviors must be oriented towards a future goal, independent of current goals. Finally, the behavior should involve true forethought, as opposed to instrumental conditioning in which the anticipatory act has previously been rewarded.

Although some primates [80,81] and corvids [82] take actions in the present based on their future consequences, these studies have not demonstrated reference to future motivational states independent of current ones [76], or without extensive reinforcement of the anticipatory act [83]. Here too studies of western scrub-jays have provided the key empirical work, capitalizing on the fact that food caching is prospective—the only benefit of caching now is in order to eat the food in the future. When given a novel opportunity to cache, the birds preferentially cached food in a room in which they were not given that food for breakfast relative to a food that they had received for breakfast in that room, when given these foods the evening before. It is important to note that the behavior is both a novel action (i.e. that no associative learning can have occurred) and is appropriate to a motivational state other than the one the animal is in at that moment. This then meets the requirements for future planning. One might argue that the jays simply cache according to a general heuristic to balance food sources, but this does not exclude the possibility that the cognitive processes that allow them to implement this heuristic involve some form of foresight [84].

Furthermore, studies have shown that when given two foods, A and B, the birds would cache more of food A relative to food B even if they are satiated on food A at the time of caching, once they have learned that when they get an opportunity to recover their caches
they will be satiated on food B. This suggests that their caching decisions are motivated by what the birds want to eat at recovery rather than at caching [76]. These studies suggest that scrub-jays have the ability to take actions for the future, although it is far from clear whether they do so by mental time travel into the future.

Nonetheless, these studies suggest that some animals have the ability to take specific actions for the future. Recent work on nonhuman apes is substantiating this claim by showing that they can also take actions for future motivational needs [85,86]. At issue is whether these abilities are widely spread among the animal kingdom, or whether they are exclusive to corvids and apes, and thus a product of a rare convergent evolution and if so, what are the selective processes that were common to both corvids and apes and yet exclusive to them. Clearly more comparative studies across a greater range of species will be required to answer these types of questions (Box 13.2). Further work may also untangle the similarities and differences in the proximate mechanisms, given such intriguing similarities in cognition, yet divergence in the brain architecture. The bird brain has a very different structure to that of humans and all other mammals, bereft as it is of the six-layered structure of our neocortex, which has long been thought to provide the unique machinery for cognition [87].

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The careful selection of animal models provides exciting, novel perspectives on the development and evolution of human cognitive structure. We have reviewed evidence here from spatial, temporal and numerical cognition, all three of which are foundational cognitive domains ensuring basic vertebrate experience. In these domains, precocial animals can demonstrate how functional and complex cognition can be in place at birth without further
specific experiential input. Taxonomically informed comparisons across related species allow us to identify the role of phylogeny in cognitive abilities and preferences. Finally, distantly related animal models often challenge what we might think are traits unique to our own species. Cases of convergent evolution invite us to identify equivalent evolutionary pressures, thus enabling the discovery of the proximate mechanisms that produce complex equifinal outcomes in two or more lineages. Cross-species comparative research, therefore, enables cognitive science go beyond the standard investigative toolbox and answer salient questions about the origins of the human mind and its capabilities.

**GLOSSARY**

**Altricial**
Species in which the young are relatively immobile after birth or hatching and must be cared for by adults.

**Convergent Evolution**
A process where similar characteristics evolve in unrelated groups of organisms, also called analogy.

**Heritability (Narrow Sense)**
Degree to which the individual phenotypes are determined by the additive effects of genes transmitted from the parents; mathematically it is expressed as the ratio of the additive genetic variance to the total phenotypic variance.

**Homology/Homologous Evolution**
Similar characteristics that are shared by groups of organisms due to descent from a common ancestor.

**Model Organism**
Species that are extensively studied with the expectation that conclusions drawn on the basis of the model species can be relevant to other organisms.

**Phylogeny**
The evolutionary history of a group of organisms or populations, usually described by a tree structure showing the hierarchy of relatedness between groups.

**Phylogenetics**
The modern field of evolutionary biology; uses a broad range of computational methods to construct trees and networks of how groups of organisms are related and how their characteristics evolve.

**Precocial**
Species in which the young are relatively mature and mobile soon after birth or hatching.

**Taxa**
A named population sharing similar characteristics, e.g., a species (singular: taxon).
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